This paper documents ground segment architecture decisions made for the Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST) program during concept development and preliminary design. The paper makes suggestion for trades to be performed during detailed design phase.
INTRODUCTION
The authors are responsible for the design of the Ground Segment for NASA's Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST). The goal is to lower the ground segment development and operation costs in order to allow a larger part of the project budget to be spent on the spacecraft and science activities. To perform sound engineering practice we search for a method to help us evaluate our design. We could not find such a process or theoretical model to follow to assess the decisions made. There was no standard way of designing the ground system to ensure cost-effective operations. As a result, ground system solutions were proposed that were: (1) based on current systems rather than those needed when the mission would launch in 10 years, (2) not based on an operations concept, and (3) based on personal preference and experience rather than good systems engineering practice. This paper will suggest examining the NGST ground systems design decisions and comparing with theoretical models and processes of Commercial Networks. This paper documents the preliminary design phase decisions for the NGST ground segment, how those decisions relate to the commercial processes, and suggests future trades and processes.
To keep the discussion in general terms we used the term Spacecraft through out the paper. The correct NGST terminology is Observatory, which includes: the spacecraft, telescope and the science instruments.
Background
NGST is a large aperture infrared space telescope with a 10-year mission designated to succeed the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), as part of the NASA Great Observatories program. NGST will continue the HST tradition of advancing breakthroughs in our understanding of the origins of the earliest stars, galaxies, and very elements that are the foundations of Life. Current Launch date for NGST is 2010. Our goal is to substantially reduce the ground segment cost of NGST in comparison with HST.
The NGST team includes several partners in multiple locations: (1) Project management located at GSFC, (2) Observatory Prime Contactor Located at West Coast -either TRW and Lockheed Martin, (3) Integrated Instrument Module (ISIM) located at GSFC, (4) Near Infra Red Camera (NIRCAM) instrument (University of Arizona and Lockheed Martin), (5) Near Infrared Multi-Object Spectrometer (NIRSPEC) built in Europe, (6) Mid Infrared Instrument (MIRI) build by a US and European team, (7) Flight Guidance System (FGS) built in Canada and (8) Operations Center located in Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) located in Baltimore MD.
NGST Ground Segment Scope
The Ground Segment extends from the receipt of the RF signal at a ground station, through the science and operations center, to the final data delivery to the end user. Figure 1 shows the overall ground system architecture concept and connectivity. Below is a list of the major functions provides by the Ground Segment:
-Manage the Project Reference Database (PRD) for development, I&T, and operations. -Provide ground system hardware and software components (e.g. Telemetry and Command (T&C) System) to be used for development and I&T support. -Transition Ground Segment elements from development and I&T support to mission operations.
-Provide science and mission operations at the Science & Operations Center
NGST Ground Segment Requirements
There are three (3) overall requirements that the Ground Segment group had to consider in all their decisions.
-Use the Operations Telemetry and Command system for Integration and Test -Support a data volume of 232 Gbits per day, sent to the ground in no more than 8 hours contact time -Reduce life-cycle cost of NGST Each one of these requirements presents a challenge in the early stages of the NGST program. What seems like a small decision now can have great impact years down the road.
In the current traditional NASA model, which are wide and varied between the various NASA centers and space projects:
-The spacecraft dictates the Ground Segments flight operations -Each development group decides what tools and ground systems to use -Long term growth paths and yearly targets for reducing cost not seriously considered in the early phases Following the commercial practices of networks NOC models over the traditional NASA models provided some guidance. Each requirement is broken down as follows: This model requires the Ground Segment group to begin ground segment development and to be involved in spacecraft development very early in the process. This model also requires that the spacecraft development community accept involvement by the Ground Segment group and accept some "new ways" of doing their work that will have long-term benefit.
Meeting the NGST Ground Segment requirements will be an on-going process that is new to large NASA space missions.
Approach
The Ground Segment group needs to be open to and accepting of change. After all, from 2002 to launch (2010) and end of mission (2015-2020), a lot can happen in software, hardware, networking, business practices, and budgeting. This needs to be factored into the NGST requirements and the implementation of those requirements. For each of the ground capabilities defined above, the Ground System group will perform the following activities:
-Suggest a discipline from the commercial world that can be applied to meeting these requirements -Survey the current practices in other space missions -Document baseline approach -Suggest trades for detailed design phase
The commercial NOC approaches are not new, but the speed of change is new and forecasting what the future holds is difficult. We noticed a repeated pattern in the Network Commercial world. To meet a new requirement a new proprietary technology and "buzz" word is created. Within a short period of time (2 years) the standard network technologies; Ethernet and TCP-IP; were augmented to meet these requirements. The original Ethernet (802.3) 10 base T supported 10mbps now Ethernet supports 1000mbps. TCP-IP that was about to be replaced by OSI, has received a second life by making modifications to support unlimited number of networks, and the Internet. What we are solving for space today has been solved yesterday in the commercial world. 
Scope and Requirements
Two major components of the Ground Segment are the Program Reference Database (PRD) and the real-time command and control system (T&C). For definition purpose we will call these two elements the Ground System. The ground system provides the, software and data, interface between the ground and the spacecraft. Both of these components are needed at the very beginning of spacecraft development to support development and Integration and test. These components are used latter in the Operations center. Decisions on these are needed early and generally once made will be maintained for the life of the mission.
Program Reference Data Base
The PRD is the repository of constants, parameters, formats and other data used for software development, I&T, and 
Validation Prior to Use
Data stored in the Project Reference Data Base shall be validated prior to release to operations.
Observatory Information Source
The Project Reference Data Base shall be the exclusive source for information used to operate the Observatory.
Integration and Test
The Project Reference Data Base shall be the exclusive database used for subsystem-level integration and test.
Real-Time Telemetry and Command (T&C) System
The Telemetry and Command systems (T&C) have a major role in development, I&T, and real-time operations. The system provides real-time Telemetry and Command processing, real-time monitoring, basic archiving, and error reporting and logging functions. With the real-time T&C system, maintaining configuration control, software updates, security, system reliability, and accountability for each system is the main challenge. In all phases, efficient and reliable means to effect the change necessary is a must.
Again, as with the PRD, these systems are used very early in the development process and the Ground Segment had to make decisions early in the spacecraft (observatory) development process that will be further discussed in section 2.2. In table 2-2 is the overall requirement.
The current space standard is to use Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) telemetry packets for moving data between spacecraft (observatory) elements; and between the Spacecraft and the ground. Both the ground C& T system and the spacecraft (observatory) communication sub system support CCSDS.
Also during I&T, the T&C is used to operate Ground Support Equipment (GSE) to test flight software and hardware. In real-time operation the T&C system interfaces with various Ground Segments using the PRD approved command, telemetry, and ancillary information.
Table 2-2 NGST Project Level 2 Requirement

Real-Time Systems and Functions
The ground commanding and telemetry processing system, or copies of it, shall be used from subsystem integration and test through operations.
PRD and T&C analysis
The PRD and T&C systems in the historical sense at NASA have been wide and varied. This variety is due in many cases to NASA centers not sharing system knowledge, teaming on similar systems, and the wide variety of missions. The NGST program management is interested in lowering over all program cost. It is concerned about the cost and risk associated in migrating the PRD and T&C system from I&T to real-time operations. To analyze the PRD and real-time system decision we used a Network Operating Control (NOC) of a major ISP as a comparison to the tradition NASA experience.
A commercial NOC is a "real-time system" that needs to be developed, implemented, monitored, updated, and maintain configuration control. This process is directly related to the PRD process that NGST will be using. A typical commercial NOC has the following elements (modules): Similar tools can be used for managing the PRD.
PRD System
Most of NASA T&C systems provide tools to mange the PRD. This ties the PRD and T&C systems tightly together. This limits the T&C system and PRD upgrades, that may be fine for a short-term program. However, NGST needs a PRD 8 years prior to the start of real-time operations. In 8 years, the T&C system will change where as the PRD systems still must maintain configuration management over all the inputs and maintain a history of all the information. Commercial products are often modular to allow users to interface with multiple products, or to sell other commercial packages to provide a completed system. For example, equipment operating systems allow the equipment to operate but extra products are needed to monitor multiple systems and troubleshoot problems. We suggested separating the implementation of the PRD from the T&C system. For NGST we selected to use a data structure that works with multiple commercial products. In this way a single company going bankrupt or no longer supporting a product will not drastically affect the PRD. NGST will be using XML for the PRD structure. XML is supported by multiple vendors and allows for non-proprietary data structure. As in the commercial NOC, the PRD in this configuration will be able to developed, implemented, monitored, updated, and maintain configuration control over the database system.
Real-Time System
The T&C system also uses similar concepts to the commercial NOCs. The T&C system uses the PRD as one of the sources for information to conduct real-time flight operations as well as I&T activities during NGST system. As in the commercial NOCs and PRD, the T&C system has to support development, implementation, monitoring, updating, and maintaining configuration control of the various processes used during the various phases. As with the PRD the realtime system is needed very early in the NGST development. In the traditional NASA model, the spacecraft developer uses the T&C system and a different T&C system is used by real-time flight operations. NGST has requirement to use the same system for both phases to avoid risk and schedule associated in converting from I&T to the operational ground system. This creates it's own problems due to the length in time between the start of development until the spacecraft decommissioning. How many of us are still using the computer and computer operating system that was bought in 1994 and still plan on using it until 2012? This is the challenge for the Ground Segment group.
We performed a trade ground systems (see reference) we surveyed 11 candidates and narrowed our trade to four systems: ITOS-A government developed system used on Small Explorers (SMEX), ASIST-A government developed system used fro Middle Explorers (MIDEX), EPOCH-A commercially developed ground system and Control Center System (CCS) ground system developed for Hubble Space telescope (HST).
The Ground Segment group findings were that the ITOS and ASIST were not modular. They have no mission support past 2010, which created problems when looking at the long-term implications. These two systems over the years added more and more data analysis and archiving features. The systems provided excellent response time at the cost of modularity. Since these systems were develop and faster hardware became available, the modularity has become an issue ASIST for instance, uses obsolete hardware: an IBM RISC workstation and a DEC Alpha for front-end functions.
On the other hand, CCS/ HST was modular but seemed to have too many features needed for operations that would not be needed for NGST. CCS/HST did not have proven track in supporting I&T. CCS/HST legacy code from the 1980s that would need to be changed to support CCSDS and accommodate spacecraft commands longer than 80 characters… We recommended using a COTS package, EPOCH as the T&C component of the ground system. EPOCH has contracts going beyond 2010, is currently used as the T&C system and used by NOAA. EPOCH architecture allows for it to be used as a front end to other systems on the network. This modularity will allow EPOCH to be used as the basic T&C system, yet of if needs to be upgraded or changed out the impacts to the total Ground Segment are minimal.
NGST has already benefited from the decision to use EPOCH. The flight software group decided to use an onboard scripting language such as TCL or Python. The ground segment responded by changing our scripting language used in EPOCH from STOL to TCL. The TCL implementation of EPOCH was developed for NOAA/Boeing and was provided as part of the COTS and this reduces the cost to NGST.
We compared the NGST T&C systems implementation with other space related implementation such as NOAA and the Air Force (Satellite Command) besides the standard NASA GSFC model. The implementation was dependent on the organizational structure and type of mission. NOAA, Army and NASA Earth Observing mission (EOS) focus on reducing operating cost (as opposed to mission life cycle cost). These organizations have one operating center for all satellites. The short fall of this implementation is that all the work during integration and test is thrown away. In the commercial world the same situation occurs for building and operating satellites, but not for the NOC. This is due again in part to the organizational structure of separating the development from the real-time operations. NASA wanted to consolidate all future operations of space missions under SOMO office and the CSOC contract. After five years NASA abandoned this approach.
A different approach calls for optimizing the lifetime cost of a project. Each project finds the best way to reduce it's cost. This approach was implemented by NASA satellites from the MIDEX and SMEX family and by Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab (APL). In this approach the Ground Segment uses the same PRD and T&C system for I&T and real-time operations. Another benefit is the flight operations operators can get involved in the I&T phase, so there is smoother transition from development to operations. The flight operators get trained early and operation considerations are incorporated early in the life cycle. Implementing this approach is far reaching as Ground Segment personnel need to be involved from the initiation of the project.
PRD and T&C Summary
The PRD system will use as a data structure XML, with several different COTS products for manipulating the PRD/XML data. EPOCH will be used as the initial T&C system with TCL as the scripting language.
Flight Segment LAN and Networking
Scope
Typical spacecraft have several computers that are connected via a LAN to transfer telemetry and science data. The Instrument collects science data and moves it over a LAN to the Solid State Recorder (SSR) for downlink to the ground. This segment covers the ground computers and networks needed to develop the spacecraft development.
NGST collects data at a rate of 32Mpixles every 12 seconds for a data rate of 42 Mbps. NGST LAN is required to support 100 BPS to move data from the instruments to the recorder. NGST is a telescope and is designed with a cold side with instruments and telescope maintaining thermal stability at 30 Kelvin, and a warm side. The ISIM computer resides on the cold side the SSR and spacecraft module (SSM) computer reside on the warm side. It is highly desired to minimize the number of cables between the warm and cold side. We cannot strap each instrument and computer from the cold to warm side of the spacecraft. A LAN / switch topology will be used on the cold side, and one (redundant) cable will lead from the Instrument Module (ISIM) to the Solid State Recorder (SSR).
The development of a spacecraft requires significant investment in development and I&T environments. Each sub system has a development lab that needs to reflect elements of the Spacecraft Computer system (C&DH) and LAN. NGST has at least 16 facilities, one each for development and I&T: Prime Contactor Spacecraft, Prime Contractor Telescope, GSFC/Instrument module I&T , GSFC/ISIM/flight software, GSFC ISIM/ electronics, NIRCAM instrument, NIRSPEC, MIRI instrument, Flight Guidance system (FGS) and Science & Operations Center (SOC). Each proprietary piece of hardware and protocols used in space requires proprietary replica in the labs.
Commercial practice
The common practice in industry is to use workstations with Ethernet Hardware and the TCP-IP protocol and applications. Ethernet switches allow 100mbs and can support up 1000 mps (1 Gbps).
The Ground Segment "Flight" Computer
Scope
The NGST requirement is for 180 MIPS and 128 MB ram on a single computer board. Current space missions use flight computers with 20 MIPS running Risk 6000(US), Intel 486 (US) or Sun SPARC (Europe). These older space missions used a proprietary computer with the same characteristics as the flight computer to develop the flight software.
NSGT Baseline
The NSGT flight computer is based computer based on Power Pc chip. A cost of a Single Board Computer for flight is in the order of $100,000. For development NGST will be using in the various LABS a COTS based Power PC. This will allow flight software development to develop from day one on an environment similar to flight. These computers have an Ethernet card and support TCP-IP for software development. The Ethernet and TCP-are used to connect the flight equivalent computer to other LAB test equipment. Ethernet and TCP-IP are not used for the moving data between the flight computers, see item below.
Ground "Flight" like LAN Hardware 3.4.1 Requirements
NGST flight LAN is required to Support 100 mbps, this must be done in deterministic fashion, minimizing the number of cables from Observatory Cold (ISIM) to warm (SSM) side. The ground segment needs to provide the functional equivalent of the flight LAN for the development and I&T Labs.
1355 Space wire baseline
The current baseline for NGST is to use a modified 1355 (Space wire) router network. 
Investigate use commercially available Protocols
It would highly desirable to use a flight protocols and hardware commercially available. It would be highly desirable if Ethernet (IEEE 802) switch will be available for space. Ethernet switches supporting 100 mps are common practice in Networks and can be purchased for $200. Ethernet is well understood and has network tools for management and testing. Another Ground available LAN protocol for consideration is Fire wire (1394). As we are writing this paper, GSFC mission SDO is evaluating the use of Ethernet. Finding a COTS equivalent of the flight LAN will also help alleviate export limitations (ITAR) limitation.
We suggest further investigating in this area and plan to do prior to program Systems Requirements Review (March 2003).
Transmission Protocols
Transmission protocols are used to exchange data between the Flight and Ground segment. These protocols are implemented both on the spacecraft and on the ground station.
Table 3-5 NGST Level 2 Requirements Transmission Protocols
Not appli
Stored Data Downlink
The onboard data processing system shall utilize the Consultative Committee on Space Data Systems (CCSDS) File Data Protocol (CFDP) for reliable downlink of stored science data and engineering telemetry.
Did trade processin
Real-time Data Downlink
The onboard data processing system shall utilize the CCSDS protocol for real-time downlink of engineering telemetry.
Optimized logical da
Downlink Data Transfer Layer
The CCSDS standard shall be utilized at the downlink data transfer layer. Industry s
Command Uplink
COP-1 and CFDP shall be utilized for reliable command uplink. COP-1 is
IP and CCSDS
The link between observatory (spacecraft) and the ground uses a point-to-point connection with no requirement for routing. CCSDS is the de facto standard in space. CCSDS is used by the flight segment to transfer data on the between observatory subsystems using the spacecraft LAN. CCSDS is also used to send and receive data between the spacecraft and the ground. CCSDS is "unreliable" and does not guarantee packet delivery (Similar to UDP). CCSDS does have built in features to improve the Bit Error Rate (BER), such as Reed Solomon and convulsion encoding, discussed later in section 4. Flight software, Ground Station and Telemetry and Command systems have tools and software supporting CCSDS. Moving to IP requires major infra structure changes and does not seem worthwhile for NGST at this point.
Reliable File Transfer
Some data on the spacecraft uses segments larger than one CCSDS packet (8k for NGST). For example: A science observation, a table load and flight software load are larger one packet. This requires a mechanism to segment the data into CCSDS packets and to be reassembled at the destination. NGST level II requirement calls for reliable file transfer from and to space.
Common Practice
TCP is used for reliable packet transfer and FTP (file transfer protocol) is a application using TCP to move files.
TCP/ FTP vs. CCDSS/ CFDP
NGST is in L2 so the round trip time for packet is 12 seconds. TCP is not optimized for the ground to spacecraft link. TCP uses a sliding window protocol with acknowledgements and the 12-second roundtrip might be a problem. In order to use TCP and FTP some changes need to be made to work in or else will cause the Spacecraft to hold its transmission and will waste valuable time in using the expensive downlink.
Another alternative is to use CFDP/ CCSDS version of reliable file transfer. NGST has baselined CFDP that is available file transfer standard over CCSDS. CFDP will provide reliable transfer and can handle file transfers. NGST is one of the first projects to use CFDP and will incur the cost in adding CFDP to flight software and to ground segment. The GSFC / GEMSEC initiative is investigating both TCP and CFDP.
We suggest changing the NGST requirement Stored Downlink Data (see above). We suggest removing specific reference to CFDP and stating the need for Reliable file transfer and remove reference to the CFDP.
Networks and R/F trades
Scope and Requirements
This section discusses the path of data from the Spacecraft to the ground station, and using a ground network to the Science and Operations center (see figure 3) . This section will address the RF, bandwidth, and ground station aspects of the link and not the protocols used.
The NGST spacecraft will have selectable downlink rates that will support a maximum data volume of 232 Gbits per day. The downlink period is currently 8 hours using the previously described system from a single ground station. However, if a contact is missed, additional ground stations will be used to downlink the data. NGST needs to be DSN compatible for backup and early launch operations. 
1) Continuous transmission of full NIR 48
Mpix camera in 288 second frames (4 frames per 1152 sec exposure) with 16bits/pixel + NIRSPEC in calibration mode = 400 Gbits/day. The requirement assumes 2:1 loss less compression onboard prior to storage and downlink.
2) Based on communication study from J. Isaacs.
Normal Operations
The Observatory and Ground Segments shall be capable of at least eight hour per day/seven day per week forward and return link communications.
Planned operations. Want spacecraft to be autonomous, with operations concept of 1 shift per day. Based on operability studyon web (pre phase A study by Keith K.).
Commercial Applicability
In industry this segment, RF link to ground station to control center, can be though of as a Wide Area Networks (WAN). For the most part organization tend to buy WAN services from an Internet Service Provider (ISP) and communication companies. Managing and engineering WAN's requires high technical skills and to build a WAN from scratch is expensive.
Ground Stations
Ground Stations are a key factor in determining the space to ground bandwidth. Ground stations are available from both commercial and government sources, both with their advantages. A NASA project also can build its' own dedicated ground station too. Key areas in a ground station are antenna size, antenna availability, frequencies used, and available bandwidth between the ground station and the control center.
Buy Or Lease Decision
There are few sources for leasing ground to spacecraft services, unlike the previous commercial models in earlier sections where the selection was greater. Commercial vendors such as USN (Universal Space Network) and DataLinks must complete with government programs such as NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) and the European Space Agency (ESA). A very conservative cost of $10 per minute for 8 hours a day for 10 years amounts to $17,520,000. Building or refurbishing a dedicated ground station is under 10 millions. If NGST has it's own antenna, half of the time this antenna is not used. Since the common practice is to use existing infrastructure the Ground Segment group has two approaches: Find ways to decrease the downlink time and make an offer to a vendor with the value of the services for the NGST project (and not his cost).
Decreasing the downlink time will decrease the (per minute) charges, however to accomplish this larger antennas and/or different frequencies are needed and will be discussed in later sections. The second item on offering a vendor a price for the service, instead of just accepting his 'per minute' cost has some merit. The vendor gets a long-term contract at a known price. If the vendor insists on the per minute option, the long-term cost is a guess and the NGST project could also look for other vendors in the future who might be offering better pricing terms.
Baseline X-band
The baseline for its' initial design concept for NGST is to use X-band downlink for the high rate data. The initial Xband concept limited the downlink to 10Mbps. The standard allocation of X-band is 10 MHZ; applying for 20 MHZ requires a waiver. NGST has applied for waiver to use 20 MHZ. The 20 MHZ band can be used for one of these scenarios: First, 10 for data and 10 for convolution encoding if the ground station is smaller than 20 meters (see section 1.e7 BER bellow). USN ground station size is 13 meters and will require 20 MHZ to meet the 10mbps downlink. DSN has 34meter antennas so the project can use 20 mbps for data and reduce by half the downlink time.
Ka -Band
Using Ka-band rather than X-band will provide up to three time the bandwidth than X-band for the same ground antenna. Ka-band is very attractive for the leasing option. NGST has requested to use Ka-band capabilities provided by DSN and the NGST request has been forwarded to the appropriate NASA committee. The DSN supports Ka-band in the 32 Ghz frequency allocated to missions distanced more than 2 Million Km from earth (deep space missions). NASA spectrum committee recommended that NGST use a newly defined Ka-Band, 26 Ghz. DSN at the present time does not support 26 Ghz and discussions are currently proceeding on how to implement the Spectrum Committee recommendations. Since Ka-band will use less DSN time, NGST will have potentially have fewer scheduling problems and Ka-band will allow recovering from a missed contact faster. The Ground Segment group highly recommends pursuing the Ka-band option.
Ground Station Recommendation
The Ground Segment group recommendation at this point is to use DSN, although the cost might be slightly higher than USN. DSN 34 meter antennas provide greater margins and also DSN supports ranging. NGST has started negotiations with NASA HQ code S, who is responsible for NSGT and DSN to discuss reducing DSN cost for NGST.
The selection of the DSN, due to the large antennas seems like a natural fit. Trades still need to be done because of the overall cost of the system over the life of NGST. Even a small percent saving can be large in the terms of dollars.
This does not come without some concerns. The DSN stations currently do not support the CCSDS/CFDP protocol, CCSDS/CFDP waypoint support, Ka-band transmitter support, and guaranteed scheduling for the life of NGST. With these concerns the prospects of NGST building its' own ground station becomes more attractive. If this dedicated ground station is located near an existing DSN, ESA or commercial ground station where NGST could leverage off the sharing of personnel, maintenance, power, roads, and data lines the cost becomes more reasonable.
Bit Error Rates
Current practices in space communications to improve the Bit Error Rate (BER), is a combination of convolution and Reed Solomon encoding. The requirement for the quality of the data link is shown in table 4-2 Table 4 -2 NGST Project level 2 requirement Pseudo-Randomization of Data NGST data encoding on the Observatory shall include CCSDS randomization encoding for transmission to the ground.
Standard practice.
Down link Data Encoding
The downlink shall be Reed-Solomon and convolutional encoded.
Needed to ensure that spacecraft provider can handle our operations.
Command Bit Error Rate
The Observatory and Ground Segment combined command bit error rate shall be less than 1E-7.
Industry standard. With this error rate, multi-bit errors are detectable and can be corrected by retransmission. A higher error rate will impact the uplink requirements for retransmission requests.
Telemetry Bit Error Rate
The Observatory and Ground Segment combined telemetry bit error rate for X-band and S-band downlink shall be less than 1E-7, after convolutional and Reed-Solomon decoding corrections on the ground.
Link Margins
Radio frequency (RF) link margins for all links shall be at least +3dB in all operating and contingency modes, including a combination of root-sum-square (RSS) and worst-case adverse equipment tolerance variation.
Best practices.
The combination of spacecraft EIRP and ground station antenna size are optimized for 1.e-5 BER. Convulsion and ReedSolomon encoding improve the BER to 1.e-7. Convulsion encoding requires sending a duplicate byte for each RF signal so half of the bandwidth is used for overhead. Reed-Solomon allows the correction of bad packets on the ground without needing to retransmit packets. The Reed Solomon algorithm for NGST has a 16% overhead. Most existing spacecrafts do not have an issue with frequency and bandwidth with allocations so they use both Reed-Solomon and convulsion encoding to assure reliable data transfers. NGST link budget calculations, using a DSN 34 meter antenna, give +9dB margin, +6 dB more than the +3dB required. This margin should be used to increase the data rate. This can be accomplished by eliminating both Reed Solomon and convulsion encoding. The Ground Segment group suggests having both Reed-Solomon and Convulsion encoding as a baseline, with an option to remove them during flight.
Data Networks
Once the science data is received at the ground station the data networks need to provide reliable data transfer to the MOC. The first problem is bandwidth. None of the current ground stations can provide the science data from NGST to the control center in real-time. With the science data RS decoded at the ground station, or not used at all, and using the CCSDS/CFDP the bandwidth is smaller, but there is still a need to increase bandwidth between the ground station and the MOC. One option is to record the data at the ground station and playback at a reduced rate post pass, yet the NGST project requires the data in real-time, so the cost of providing more bandwidth needs to be resolved. Since NGST needs the data lines for only 8 hours out of 24 hours under current scenarios, the remaining time on the data lines can be used by the ground station for other spacecrafts, reducing the total cost to NGST. Providing just a single link has its' risks, so redundant data lines would also be needed. Another approach would be for the NGST project to be charged by the bits used. This type of billing structure and infrastructure to support the higher data rates when needed is currently not in place. For DSN to be ready for NGST many items, including those mentioned above will need to be worked. The cost of the ground network from Goldstone CA to Baltimore is far lower than from Australia. NGST should consider using Goldstone as primary ground station, and downlink data during nighttime in the US.
NGST Control Center
The last receiving part of the science data capture system in the NGST control center which currently will be located at the Science Institute (STScI) at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore Maryland. The current data lines going to the STScI will support the high data rates needed by NGST. These data lines currently support the HST mission that will be ending when NGST is starting, on current schedules. NGST will need to assume these lines, or have new ones installed. Another portion of the ground system will need to accept the CCSDS/CFDP science data. The current ground systems do not support this protocol, however within the software development laboratories within the next two years CCSDS/CFDP will be used between the flight software and ground systems. Once the data is received at the NGST ground system it will be archived in its raw form as well as its' processed format and made available to the appropriate personnel.
SUMMARY
The Commercial world has standardized on using COTS Ethernet and TCP-IP. The commercial world is focused on cost and simplicity (Keep It Simple Stupid). Space applications are developed as a "science" and not Engineering. The Space heritage is proprietary and usually is based on tailored implementation. We have shown that using common sense in analyzing the ground segment we can provide significant benefit. In the area that is the responsibility of the ground segment: Program Reference Database, and real time system we demonstrated that using COTS and Modularity could reduce cost and risk. The ground segment flight "like" LAN is an area of opportunity that requires more work. The use of a Power PC is only one step towards using COTS; Ethernet is essential to reducing the cost of proprietary hardware.
The cost sharing of the facility, hardware, networks, and personnel across multiple spacecrafts will be more easily coordinated is using the DSN/ESA/Commercial ground station vise a NGST dedicated ground station. We will continue working with DSN to reduce the cost of the ground station by using Ka band.
Using Reed -Solomon and convolution encoding, a conservative way of thinking is associated with 220% overhead. This might be correct for a low BER and using a 20-meter DSN antenna for NGST, but using a 34-meter DSN antenna will allow eliminating these overhead elements.
